
Every Wednesday from 1:00 to 3:00 PM, share your 
latest projects and work on all things art alongside 
fellow artists! A $3 donation each week for room 

usage is appreciated! 

Summer Camp  

 Newsletter 2023 

Sign up for classes today at 
caccc.org or call (814) 255-6515! 

PRESENTS... 

June 15, 16, & 17 …… 7:00 PM 
June 18 …… 2:00 PM 

A premiere production from local playwright Ryan D. Locke: 

The American Old West, 1876. A small town has been 
overtaken by a corrupt Mayor and his son. Coincidentally, a 
mysterious gunslinger arrives at the local saloon causing the 
townsfolk to become suspicious. But his dark and violent past 

that follows him there turns the town into a powder keg. 

Directed by Dr. Aspen Mock 
Tickets available now at caccc.org!        M: $12    NM: $17 

A musical presented by Log Art Theatre Academy: 

Set in a 1930s European perfumery, we meet shop clerks, 
Amalia and Georg, who, more often than not, don't see eye to 
eye. After both respond to a "lonely hearts advertisement" in the 
newspaper, they now live for the love letters that they exchange, 
but the identity of their admirers remains unknown. Join Amalia 
and Georg to discover the identity of their true loves... and all the 

twists and turns along the way!  

Directed by Tim Jacobs 
Tickets available now at caccc.org!        M: $10    NM: $15 

July 27, 28 & 29 …… 7:00 PM 
July 30 …… 2:00 PM 

August 12 …… 7:00 PM 

A dessert theatre performance presented by Iron Bridge Dinner Theatre: 

Join the fabulous four as they race the clock to see who will be the 
first to say those ever popular words. Dorothy, Sophia, Blanche, and 
Rose are all realizing life is too short, but which one of these will 
make it through to the finish line and say “I DO” in the Dating Game. 
In this interactive comedy show, audiences will enjoy participating in 
the dating, courting, and proposal process as we watch our favorite 

ladies beg, borrow, steal and give away their dates for the evening.  

Tickets available now at caccc.org!        M: $20    NM: $25 

JITTERBUG 
Jitterbug is a type of Swing dance popular in the 1930s and 
‘40s, which originated in the United States and spread 
internationally during World War II. Jitterbug features very 
energetic and fast movements. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

(CONTINUED ON BACK PAGE)

SLOW DANCE 
One of the most useful and versatile social dances, the Slow 
Dance can be danced over a large area or in a small space. 
It is most often used with contemporary love songs and fits 
better than any other ballroom dance. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

CHA CHA 
Cha Cha is one of the most commonly taught styles of 
ballroom dance, defined by its sharp angles and 
precise foot placements. The steps are compact and 
based partly on the Rumba and Mambo, with plenty of 
hip movement. The basic forward movement is 
supplemented with various turns, dips and slides. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

MERENGUE 
Merengue music has a constant “scratching” sound in 
the background and should inspire a marching feeling. 
Merengue is similar to Salsa, but is danced with “walking 
steps” with a step taken on each beat of music. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

caccc.org/log-art-dance 

All Log Art Dance group courses are PRICED PER COUPLE, and require a $40 deposit at registration, followed 
by the remainder of the balance being paid before the first lesson. Learn more about each of these dance 

styles at: caccc.org/log-art-dance 

We’re excited to offer FREE FAMILY MOVIE 
NIGHTS on our outdoor Amphitheatre, 

sponsored by First Commonwealth Bank! 
Popcorn and water will be available for 

purchase. In case of rain, we will move indoors 

to the M. Josephine Paul Family Museum. 

JURASSIC WORLD DOMINION 
Monday, July 24, 8:00 PM 

ENCANTO 

Monday, July 31, 8:00 PM 

LABYRINTH 

Monday, August 7, 8:00 PM 

ALADDIN (ANIMATED VERSION) 

Monday, July 31, 8:00 PM 

& UP 

& UP 

SPONSORED BY: 

PRICED PER COUPLE 



STAINED GLASS 2 
Students who are able to cut and foil accurately and 
produce a smooth, consistently beaded solder line 
advance to more intricate work. Students select their 
own pattern and provide all glass and materials for 
their project. Tools and equipment are provided by the 
Arts Center. Closed toed shoes are required. There are three sessions to choose 
from—sign up for what suits your schedule best! *No class July 4th! 

Instructor: Jean Thompson        Class Limit: 6 
M: $55    NM: $60          & UP 

WHEEL THROWN POTTERY 
This class offers the very basics of learning to throw on a pottery wheel, including 
clay prep, wedging, centering clay, lifting or pulling clay into a  5 inch cylinder, and 
intro to hand-building. Mastery is not expected in one session. Repeat this class 
several times to maximize your practice and expand your skills! Beginner & 
intermediate students are both welcome. No long fingernails and no valuables. 
Please bring a towel with you.                     

Instructor: Norman Ed        Class Limit: 7 
M: $90 +materials    NM: $95 +materials   Materials Fee: $25          

& UP 

CLAY HANDBUILDING 
Learn the techniques of hand-building with clay! Each class will build on the last, 
starting with proper technique, hand-building guidelines, basic pottery practices and 
guidelines, and how to make your own slabs of clay. Get used to working with clay 
and put techniques you learned into practice. Finish off by hand-building a piece to 
take home with you! 

Instructor: Mark Ed        Class Limit: 8 
M: $60 +materials    NM: $65 +materials   Materials Fee: $25          

& UP 

PORTRAIT PAINTING LECTURE 
During this two-day, lecture-based class, oil painter Diane Williams will demonstrate 
her painting techniques for those who are looking to get into the medium. There are 
two types of portrait painting, which Diane does exclusively in this class: direct and 
indirect. Diane will be demonstrating indirect portrait painting, which occurs by 
layering paints. This class is perfect for anyone who learns best through watching! 

Instructor: Diane Williams        Class Limit: 20 
M: $30     NM: $35     

& UP 

Through an award from the Institute of 
Museum & Library Services, the Community 
Arts Center is proud to offer workshop 
experiences with our rotating exhibiting 
artists throughout the year! Rotating exhibit 

activities also include virtual exhibit tours on our YouTube channel (@cacccarts), class 
scholarships, virtual artist talks and lectures, and more! CLASS SCHOLARSHIPS are 
available, offering you the opportunity to participate in Cultured Communities 

workshops at no cost! Apply for scholarships online at caccc.org.  

Special thanks to a grant award from: 

OIL PAINTING WORKSHOP 
Join Vice President of the Allied Artists of Johnstown, Duane Webb, for this 
one-day oil painting workshop! Duane will teach you the basics of painting 
techniques as well as teach you about oil paint as a medium. 

Instructor: Duane Webb         Class Limit: 10        M: $30     NM: $35     

& UP 

WHEEL THROWN POTTERY WITH 
JONATHAN SILWONES 
Join our newest pottery instructor, Jonathan Silwones, for this 8–week class! This is 
an introduction to our refurbished studio that has been restored to its former glory! 
Jonathan will go over the basics of wheel thrown pottery, as well as educating 
students on proper technique, classroom etiquette, cleaning procedures, and more! 
Week 7 & 8 will be shortened classes for trimming and glazing. 

Instructor: Jonathan Silwones        Class Limit: 8 
M: $90 +materials    NM: $95 +materials   Materials Fee: $25          

& UP 

YOGA 
TUESDAYS: 1:00—2:00 PM 
OR 6:00—7:00 PM 
THURSDAYS: 1:00—2:00 PM 
Energize your life! Yoga releases tension 
and stress while improving strength, 
balance, and flexibility. Wear loose, 
comfortable clothing and make sure to 

bring a yoga mat and a yoga strap to class! 

Prices based on a 4 or 5 week month: 
4 Weeks: M: $32  NM: $36 
5 Weeks: M: $40  NM: $45 

Drop In: $10 per class 
Instructor: Adriann White 

CHAIR YOGA 
WEDNESDAYS: 8:30—9:30 AM 
Chair yoga brings the benefits of improved 
strength, flexibility and balance & relaxation 
without the struggle of getting up from the 
floor. Adriann’s caring instruction gives her 
students confidence to practice yoga at their 
own pace and skill level to strengthen mind 
and body with a chair for balance. Wear loose, 
comfortable clothing and make sure to bring a 

yoga mat and a yoga strap to class! 

MOVE & GROOVE 
WEDNESDAYS: 5:00—6:00 PM 
Prices based on a 4 or 5 week month: 
4 Weeks: M: $44  NM: $52 
5 Weeks: M: $55  NM: $65 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger 

Join us for a low impact dance exercise 
class with simple dance routines that 
anyone can learn quickly and have fun 
dancing! This professionally 
choreographed class can be done sitting 
or standing and welcomes all ages and 

experience levels. Drop In: $15 per class 

& UP 

ZUMBA 
MONDAYS: 10:00—11:00 AM 
Prices based on a 4 or 5 week month: 
4 Weeks: M: $32  NM: $36 
5 Weeks: M: $40  NM: $45 

Instructor: Cindy Sylvia 

Zumba is an aerobic fitness program 
featuring movements inspired by 
various styles of Latin American dance 
and performed primarily to Latin 
American dance music. This is a fun 
way to get your exercise in and learn a 
few new dance moves! 
Drop In: $10 per class 

*Starting again in June! 

STAINED GLASS 1 
Students with no stained glass experience will create a simple panel while 
learning the basic skills of pattern and glass preparation, cutting, foiling, 
soldering and patina. All equipment is provided by the Arts Center. Closed toed 
shoes are required.                     

Instructor: KC Schutte        Class Limit: 6 
M: $50 +materials    NM: $55 +materials   Materials Fee: $25          

& UP 

SIGN UP TO BE A 

 
MEMBERSHIPS START AT 
JUST $20 FOR AN INDIVIDUAL!  
Learn more and sign up today at caccc.org! 



LATIN DANCE NIGHT 
(SALSA & MERENGUE) 
In this intro-level dance course, students will learn the basics of two 
Latin dances, Salsa and Merengue. Salsa is a mixture of Cuban 
dances, such as Mambo, Pachanga, and Rumba, as well as American 
dances such as Swing and Tap. Merengue, while in the same “family” 
as Salsa, is danced with “walking steps” with a step taken on each beat 
of music. Learn more about each of these dance styles at 
caccc.org/log-art-dance. 

Instructor: Angela R. Godin         Class Limit: 10 couples 
M: $40 per couple       NM: $45 per couple 

& UP 

ACRYLIC POUR 
Students will be using pouring techniques with acrylic paint to create a 
beautiful work of art. Let your imagination run wild during this fun 
workshop! Acrylic paint does stain clothes, so be sure to wear 
something you don’t mind getting dirty. 

Instructor: Mary Watson       Class Limit: 10     M: $30     NM: $35     

& UP 

EAST COAST SWING DANCE 
In this intro-level dance workshop, students will learn the basics of East Coast Swing. Swing music is 
defined by the use of “Back Beat” or the accenting of beats 2 & 4. East Coast Swing music feels 
energetic, upbeat, and fun! Learn more about each of these dance styles at caccc.org/log-art-dance. 

Instructor: Angela R. Godin         Class Limit: 10 couples 
M: $40 per couple       NM: $45 per couple 

& UP 

PAINTING THE STRANGE & UNUSUAL 
Students will take inspiration from artists such as Alex Pardee, Jeremy Fish, and Aaron Crawford and 
come up with their own creations, with the option of creating on an 8x10’’ canvas or a terracotta 
planter. Students are encouraged to bring reference photos or media of “creepy” or “unusual” artwork 
as a guideline. This workshop is intended for adults, due to the nature of the materials that will be 
exhibited and studied. 

Instructor: Rachel Turco         Class Limit: 8 
M: $30       NM: $35 

& UP 

DRAWING WORKSHOP 
Join our newest instructor Sarah Gayle for this drawing workshop for all levels of artists! Learn to 
hone your drawing skills at the basic level and build on them during this three hour workshop. 

Instructor: Sarah Gayle         Class Limit: 10        M: $30     NM: $35     

& UP 

SUMMER PAINTING ON 
CANVAS 
Each participant will be creating a summer inspired painting on 
an 8x10’’ canvas. Queen will be sure to incorporate all the 
elements of summer into your paintings! BYOB if desired. 

Instructor: Queen-Poetri Dozier         Class Limit: 15 
FREE ARTY PARTY! 

Pre-registration is REQUIRED! 
If you do not pre-register with the Arts Center, we will not 

have a spot for you! Arty Parties are for adults only! 

SUMMER WREATH 
Take inspiration from the summer scenery, summer foliage, and 
the beautiful warm colors of the season to create a fun summer 
themed wreath of your very own! BYOB if desired. 

Instructor: Queen-Poetri Dozier         Class Limit: 15 
FREE ARTY PARTY! 

JEWELRY HOLDER 
Turn a simple mint case into a  beautiful jewelry holder! Store your earrings, rings, necklaces and 
more in your own hand-crafted jewelry case.  

Instructor: KC Schutte         Class Limit: 15        M: $10     NM: $15 

SUMMER PLANTER  
PAINT & SIP 
Decorate your planter to match the theme of summer while 
sipping a drink… or two! BYOB if desired. 

Instructor: Queen-Poetri Dozier         Class Limit: 15 
FREE ARTY PARTY! 

ART WORKSHOPS FOR THE BLIND & VISUALLY IMPAIRED

Any individual or group from the blind & visually impaired community is 
welcome to join these events! Registration with CAC is required to secure 
your spot. Give us a call at (814) 255-6515 to register. Learn more about our 

Insightful Art program at caccc.org/outbound-art. 

SUMMER WINE BOTTLE PAINTING:   

Wednesday, June 7, 10:00 AM 

SUMMER PAINTING ON CANVAS:   

Tuesday, July 25, 10:00 AM  

SUMMER THEMED PROJECT:   

Wednesday, August 30, 10:00 AM 

Insightful Art workshops are offered free to participants thanks to grant funding from 1889 Foundation 

(facilitated through the Pennsylvania Rural Arts Alliance) and Lee Initiatives. 

COUPLES WHEEL THROWN POTTERY 
Join us for a fun filled evening of wheel throwing! You and your significant other will be wheel-
throwing together, as well as learning the basics of this beautiful craft. Make sure to dress for the 
occasion—You WILL get messy! This class is intended for adult couples, and is BYOB if desired.  

Instructor: Jonathan Silwones         Class Limit: 8 Couples        
M: $40 per couple     NM: $45 per couple 

& UP 
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REGGAE DANCE 
Reggae became popular on dance floors in the Caribbean in the 1960s and has been 
evolving ever since, influencing other types of music and dance as it has matured. 
With a little practice, almost anyone can learn the basics of this unique style! 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

SIMPLE SAMBA 
The Samba is a lively Brazilian dance which was first introduced in 1917 and became 
a popular ballroom dance in Brazil in 1930. The style of Samba is to bounce steadily 
and smoothly in 2/4 meter. Samba music has a rolling or bouncing feeling. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

TANGO FOR BEGINNERS 
One of the most fascinating of all the dances, Tango was originally created in Spain or 
Morocco and introduced to the New World by Spanish settlers. Tango is characterized 
by a close hold, a low center of gravity and an emphasis on contra body movement. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

SALSA 
Salsa is a combination of many Latin and Afro-Cuban dances, and similar to Mambo in 
that both have a pattern of six steps danced over eight beats of music. Salsa features 
prominent turns and wraps and is often danced smoother than traditional Mambo. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

SENSATIONAL SWING 
Swing dancing is a popular social dance that is often characterized by lifts, spins, and 
flips. It’s upbeat, lively, and a lot of fun to dance! 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

WONDERFUL WALTZ 
Characterized by its “rise and fall” action, the Waltz includes a step, slide and step in 
3/4 time. Dancers should move their shoulders smoothly, parallel to the floor, and 
strive to lengthen each step. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

POLKA 
Polka is a social dance commonly used at parties and weddings. Polka typically involves 
triple steps in a continuous forward movement combined with side by side patterns. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

HUSTLE 
Hustle dances have strong roots in Swing, Samba, Cha Cha, Mambo and Tango. It is 
a fast, smooth dance involving the lady spinning and her partner drawing her close 
and sending her away. 

Instructor: Sherry Lynn Harshberger     M/NM: $112 

& UP 

All dance classes are PRICED PER COUPLE, and require a $40 deposit at registration, 
followed by the remainder of the balance being paid before the first lesson. 

OUR CLASS RATING SYSTEM: 

Crafters for Fun: ★ 

Beginner: ★★ 

Intermediate: ★★★ 

Advanced: ★★★★ 

Learn about our Student Cancellation Policy 

at caccc.org/art-education 

PRICED PER COUPLE 


